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Making Meaning Across Modalities:

Wednesday, February 17, 2021

Student Learning Assessment for Programs with 
Multiple Locations and Delivery Methods

Student Achievement of Learning Outcomes

“As OSU expands its Ecampus, OSU-Cascades Campus, and other 
extended sites, the evaluator committee recommends that the university 
continues to exercise great care that credit and degrees, wherever offered 
and however delivered, as based on documented student achievement 
of the established Oregon State University learning outcomes.” (2.C.3)
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Full-Cycle Assessment

“Results of student learning 
outcomes assessment, are 
more consistently used for 
improvement by informing 
planning, decision-making, and 
allocation of resources and 
capacity.” (4.B.1 and 4.B.2)

• Multiple versions of template, but any recent template will work.

• Newest template includes multiple locations/modalities worksheet. Older templates will 

need to add the “sheet” into their file or submit it separately.

• Cycle for assessment:

• Data gathered in 2019-2020 (from courses)

• Results analyzed in 2020-21 (by faculty and assessment leads)

• Activity reported in 2021 (by assessment lead),

• Changes implemented in 2022 and forward (by curriculum council or others)

• Currently gathering data during 2020-2021 for next year’s report.

• Need to report enough information that APA/outside reviewer as well as whomever has 

your job next will be able to pick up where you left off in a previous year.

Annual Assessment Report 
Due April 15, 2021
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Multiple Locations and Modalities

LOCATION

o Corvallis Campus

o Cascades Campus

o LaGrande (EOU)

MODALITY

o In-person / distance education

o Ecampus delivered degrees

o Hybrid degrees (forthcoming)

o Newport, Portland, others?

We are evaluating strength of student learning through degree delivery 
across location and modality. We may use courses delivered in these 
locations and modalities as proxies, but the overall goal is to look at the 
program as a whole

Ongoing Assessment Plan
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Ongoing Assessment Plan

Annual Assessment Report
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Annual Assessment Report- Multiple Modalities and Locations 

Please create a column for each Student Learning Outcome 
(SLO) reporting activity within the Assessment Year.

Multiple Learning Outcomes
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Please indicate what assessment method is used in each degree 
granting modality/location. For example "Corvallis: Lab write-up 
grades and Ecampus: Final exam grade".

Assessment Methods

Please indicate in which courses each outcome is assessed for 
each degree granting modality/location.  For example "Cascades: 
BA 212 and Ecampus: BA 252" or "Corvallis: HST 307 and 
Ecampus: HST 307". 

Assessment Courses
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In providing a description of data for each modality/location, 
please focus on the benchmarks set in the Ongoing Assessment 
Plan. Provide as much description as possible to reflect and 
analyze on the results. Add additional workbook tabs, if desired.

Assessment Data

Please indicate what assessment method is used in each degree 
granting modality/location. For example "Corvallis: Lab write-up 
grades and Ecampus: Final exam grade".

Assessment Methods
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In analyzing results from each modality/location, please use this 
step to compare them individually against benchmarks or other 
expectations.

Assessment Analysis

Please reflect on what the results from each modality/location 
mean both individually and in comparison to one another. What 
do the results in sum indicate about student learning in the 
program?

Assessment Reflection
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Telling the Data Story
Byron Marshall

Assistant Dean for Assessment, 
Accreditation and Analytics for the 
College of Business

Byron’s video 1
Byron’s video  2

Individual Course Learning Assessment Statements  
College of Business

Program Learning Objective: 5.2.6 Apply accounting concepts and methods to interpret financial statements for evaluating the financial position and performance of 

organizations.

Winter and Spring 2014 eCampus

Course Learning Outcome ‐ Compare and contrast absorption costing with variable costing and prepare segmented income statements to evaluate financial performance

Learning Activities.+

Identify Learning Activities Used to Cover Course 

Learning Outcome. This speaks towards the coverage 

of the learning outcome. 

 Lectures from Textbook, Ch. 6.

Assessment Method.+

Be as specific as possible. 

Final Exam  

 Chapter 6: Q 14‐17

Performance.*

Tie back performance to each 

assessment method. 

Final Exam

 52% correct

Comments.*

How have the students done overall with respect to this 

learning outcome? Overall students have performed at a 

good level.

Are there areas of concern that need to be addressed? 

There are no areas of concern.

Should the course content or preparation (pre‐requisites) 

for the course be adjusted? No adjustments necessary.

Students are learning a lot, but we would like to see better 

retention. We should look over how we deliver this material 

online.

Overall Performance

Exceeds Meets Below

2% 65% 33%
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Cross-Location 
Learning 
Assessment 
Reflection  
College of Business

Goal:  A broad knowledge of the functional areas of business and an understanding of the diverse contexts of business.

LO:  5.2.6 - Apply accounting concepts and methods to interpret financial statements for evaluating the financial position and performance of organizations.

Location:  Cascades

Year Term Class % Meets

17-18 Winter BA213 88% Homework, quizzes, Exams

Accounting, and particularly managerial accounting, can be a difficult subject for most students to understand. 88% of the 
students in this course, however,  developed a good understanding of how managerial acctg differs from financial acctg and its 
application to product costs; cost-volume-profit analysis; budgeting; and decision analyses such as allocating limited resources, 
sell/process further, etc.

Location:  Corvallis

Year Term Class % Meets

14-15
Winter & 
Spring BA213 90% BA213 Corvallis, Question blocks on multiple exams

Overall students have performed at a good level.

No adjustments are necessary

16-17
Winter & 
Spring BA213 90% Mid Term and Final Exam Question Blocks

Satisfactory

No adjustments necessary.

18-19 Spring BA213 93% Final Exam Question Block

Overall students have performed at a good level. No areas of concern.

No adjustments necessary.

Location:  Online

Year Term Class % Meets

14-15
Winter & 
Spring BA213 67% BA213 eCampus Question block

The instructor asserted: Overall students have performed at a good level and no adjustments are needed.

Students are learning a lot, but we would like to see better retention. We should look over how we deliver this material online.

16-17
Winter & 
Spring BA213 85% Mid Term and Final Exam Question Blocks

Note improvement from prior results; the course materials were revamped.

No adjustments necessary.

18-19 Spring BA213 82% Final Exam Question Block

Online student performance is still up compared to AY14-15. But is still a bit below our aspiration. We also observe more 
students in both exceed and below and fewer in meets.; Achievement on eCampus classes is something we continually talk 
about. Student motivation is often one of the biggest issues.

A new text with corresponding new videos (prepared by Mindy) and other supporting materials is being implemented fall 2019.

Please contact the 
Office of Academic 

Programs and Assessment 
for more information.

Tamara Belknap
Assessment Coordinator

308 Waldo Hall

tamara.belknap@oregonstate.edu

Heath Henry
Assessment Coordinator

310 Waldo Hall

heath.henry@oregonstate.edu

JoAnne Bunnage
Assistant Vice Provost

500 Kerr

joanne.bunnage@oregonstate.edu


